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The Challenger Expedition: 150 years of exploration and learning
Educational Passages and the College of Exploration will work with communities around the world to
celebrate the 150th anniversary of the H.M.S. Challenger expedition of 1872-1876 through an
interdisciplinary experiential and virtual global program.
Using a fleet of GPS-tracked and sensor-equipped unmanned 1.5m long
sailboats (“miniboats”) built and launched by students around the world,
this project will explore and re-create the expedition. The program will
capture the excitement and importance of the pioneer oceanographic
expedition of exploration, support and inform current marine research,
develop and implement education programs for a variety of audiences,
and inspire the next generation of ocean stewards and maritime
professionals.
Around the world, "hubs” will bring together museums, science centers,
students, and more to implement the program (see map below with green
dots for potential hub locations). Participants will also be connected
through an online global community where they will track their
mini-challenger-boats and be able to compare and contrast ocean and
climate data, marine life, research technologies, tools, maritime history,
and cultural changes over the last 150 years with interactive maps and
tools. They will gain valuable STEAM skills and confidence, and help to bring together a global community
of interest about the sea.
The GOAL of Challenger 150 is to offer opportunities that connect people to ocean exploration then,
now, and for the future. We will achieve this through:
★ EXPLORATION: To celebrate the HMS Challenger and other historic oceanographic expeditions,
raising awareness of the past, present and future of ocean exploration.
★ RESEARCH: To draw comparisons of oceanographic research between the 19th century and today to
better predict the future.
★ EDUCATION: To provide an engaging, hands on, interactive, cross discipline and worldwide
collaborative program for teachers,
students and the general public
through the use of student-built and
sensor-equipped miniboats as well
as historical archives as valuable,
unique learning resources.
The project and its timeline will consist of
various phases and components, which
could be going on simultaneously or
individually, based on funding issues and
logistical complexities. These elements
will lead up to celebration events in 2022.

Program Design
As the Expedition leads, Educational Passages and the College of Exploration will lead the development
of an Interdisciplinary Ocean Exploration Program that will produce online tools, develop educational
resources and facilitate public engagement.
Interactive Web Tool
We first will develop a website to integrate resources from the expedition and display them in an engaging
way for the public. Historical records, including the Challenger’s 50 volume set of official scientific and
cultural records, personal letters, maps and artistic rendering of voyages will be used to represent ocean
study at that time. The website will feature an interactive map tool that will enable users to connect the
geographic location of the voyage with data, specimens, and log accounts from that part of the voyage.
Virtual Field Trips
We will make the resources “come alive” by creating interactive virtual field trips, web tools and exhibits.
We will integrate sampling station data with journal entries and pictures, share the oceanographic data
from the expedition and compare it to current data and research. These web tools will compare 1873 to
2023, reflecting 150 years
of changes to the ocean,
ecosystem, species, and
tools and technologies
for oceanography. To the
right is an example of the
sampling stations
digitized on a map layer
for Bermuda.
Public Engagement
Working primarily with
libraries, science centers, museums, and schools, we will also develop and incorporate resources and
activities, and provide training for using the website and tools as an exhibit at these partner institutions.
These partners will also form “hubs” that will implement curriculum and build a mini-challenger explorer
miniboat (shown on the previous page). These miniboats will be launched around the world and will sail
with the wind and ocean currents in many places that the HMS Challenger sailed 150 years ago.
Hub Event and Miniboat Launch
Public events will begin in 2022 to celebrate the 150 year anniversary, and to host sendoff celebrations for
the miniboats. These Challenger Challenge Days will bring together the student builders, local researchers
and experts, community members, and deployers. There will be hands-on demonstrations of
oceanographic tools and research, visual examples of HMS Challenger archives (and potential samples
and logbooks), and a hand off ceremony to the deployer who will launch the boat during or after the event.
These events will be live streamed if possible, and available to the Challenger 150 online community. With
22 potential “hubs” around the world (see diagram), this will be a truly global program.
Oceanographic Research
Participants will join an online community to track their boats and connect with each other around the
world. Users will be able to compare the realtime data from their miniboat’s onboard sensors with that of
the data collected onboard the Challenger using the tool mentioned above. Each boat will be outfit with a
sensor array to collect its location, time, etc. The full suite of sensors available will depend on funding
availability.

Virtual Connections
After the boats are set to sea, the work will continue by checking the boat status, mapping its course, and
analyzing its data. For the public, they will check the status online or at their local hub’s exhibit. For
students, they will showcase their log entries and findings by submitting weekly and monthly reports and
analyses in the online community. Guiding questions will help the students analyze the information coming
from their miniboats, creating empowered citizen scientists. Special speakers will provide content via
webinar and in person as possible (hosted by local hubs) to share the information further. If and when the
boats land, instructions onboard will prompt finders to bring them to a nearby school, which will extend
the learning and make more global connections.
Educational Resources
The core team (Expedition leads, hub partners, advisory experts, etc) will develop curriculum and
resources that will be centered around oceanography, marine science, geography, navigation, marine
commerce, and more. All aspects will compare and contrast components from the HMS Challenger
Expedition. How has the ocean changed in 150 years? How has the technology changed? How has
onboard ship life changed? Examples of modules we will develop include: Importance of Ocean Currents,
History of Ocean Exploration, Reliance on the Maritime Economy, Changing Temperatures, Navigation,
Boat Design and Engineering. The modules we develop will segue into looking at future projections and
ocean conservation to ensure that this is a robust educational program that focuses on stewardship.
Activities will include writing journal articles, analyzing sensor data, comparing and contrasting tools and
historical findings, and translating messages between groups in the online community.
Expert Advisory Panel
Throughout the project, we will highlight the work of historians and scientists from the field of
Oceanography and other disciplines with online lectures and other media. These experts will also
contribute to the development of resources and connect with students along the way.
Classroom Integration
The core team will train first mates (representatives from the hubs) to deliver the program to their partner
classrooms. The teachers are the Captains!. They will lead the classroom expedition for their students in
order to ensure that they have a unique and rewarding learning experience. Captains will assign Chief
Scientists, Engineers, Scribes, and other crew. Students will work in teams to build and launch their
mini-challenger-boats. Teams can include Quartermasters, Engineers, and Media Relations. This will give
students the opportunity to participate in the project in a meaningful and engaging way.

Participants
We welcome all who are interested to contact us and join the Challenge! Opportunities include:
Partner Hubs - Hubs will bring together their local communities to celebrate Ocean Exploration and the
Challenger Expedition 150 years later. Hubs can be groups of science centers, aquariums, museums,
libraries, or any other formal or informal educational institutions. We will be looking for hub leads and
additional partners. As a partner in the hub, your organization will:
● Be a part of a rich and diverse education program
● Bring together local community members in a new and exciting way
● Work closely with students to promote and build ocean literacy
● Introduce meaningful and locally connected ocean and history content in venue offerings
● Host a celebratory anniversary event that will further bring together community members
● Share their work with the global community
● Connect local ocean exploration with new research
● Agree to serve as a partner of a “Hub” for the project which will host events, exhibits, etc.

●
●
●
●

Assign a “first mate” to the project that will be trained by the core team to implement the project
Find and work with local students and oversee the work, reporting back on efforts to core team
Share their work with visitors and others in their community
Support fundraising efforts in order to implement the program

Schools - Schools will have the opportunity to participate in this program by building their own miniboat
in collaboration with the hub, or participating in the hub’s build. Participants will:
● Connect to local communities, but also to people around the world
● Increase knowledge of the HMS Challenger and its importance in the emergence of
oceanography
● Create a rewarding experience for educators that support excitement and learning as students
build and launch miniboats and analyze its data
● Participate in professional development to connect content to related disciplines
● Receive a ready to implement program with hands on activities and curriculum materials to enrich
their teaching and aid in student learning and engagement
● Engage in a program that dives deep into the comparisons of scientific advances and research
since the HMS Challenger Expedition
● Offer a unique and exciting program to students that will build skills in mapping, data collection
and analysis, and communication, promoting a career in STEAM disciplines
● Integrate modules and resources into their curriculum
● Build, launch, and track a miniature sailboat with the assistance of partner hubs
● Work with local science center and community leaders to implement the program
● Empower their students to share their learning and findings with local and global communities
The Public - People of the general public will be engaged throughout the project with opportunities at
partner institutions and through friends and family of participants. They will:
● Increase their awareness of ocean exploration and its history through celebrating the HMS
Challenger’s 150th Anniversary
● Develop awareness of today’s ocean issues and current ocean science research
● Learn about the project through student sharing, expert webinars, and tracking the voyages online.
● Enjoy a day of engaging and informational family-friendly activities on Challenger Challenge Days.

Join us!
Educational Passages and the College of Exploration welcome your participation! We will also need to
raise money to create and implement this program. Funding mechanisms could include sponsorships,
program fees from hubs or schools, and donations. Components to fund include: Program oversight,
Curriculum development, Online community and web tools, Miniboat kits and sensors, and Support for
participants including hubs and teachers. If you are interested in embarking on this adventure, please
contact Cassie Stymiest (cassie@educationalpassages.org).
DONATE

SPONSOR

PARTICIPATE

We need your help to raise
$100K

Be a part of the journey by
sponsoring a hub

Contact us to receive more
information as it develops

